Abstract
been practiced within the discourse of corporate social responsibility (CSR).
Further, Neu (2000) , Davie (2002) , and Fleischman and Tyson (2004) provide observations on how accounting techniques used on the British West Indies (BWI) plantations provided examples of employment of racist policies in controlling labour, productivity and costs. What has been relatively ignored in this emerging research is how the accounting techniques help to translate "discriminatory banking lending policies" into practice. This paper contributes to filling this perceived gap.
Previous studies have highlighted that a nexus exists between accounting and discrimination. For instance, Fleischman and Tyson (2000) analysed the interface of race and accounting and concluded that race, rather than efficiency, served as the primary measuring calculus of plantation work. In a later study Fleischman and Tyson (2004) illustrated how accounting served slavery and its institutions through measurement, valuation and classification techniques that completely ignored the qualitative and human dimensions of slavery. Neu (2000) explained how accounting techniques helped to translate policies of conquest, annihilation, containment and assimilation into practice, with the resultant outcomes of reproductive genocide, cultural genocide and ecocide. Moreover, Davie (2002) highlighted accounting's involvement in race relations and revealed how the invention of new afforestation accounting practices helped to create and perpetuate differentiated, racialised identities of social and economic relations.
The issue of discriminatory accounting becomes even more important when accounting became engaged in, and facilitated, discriminatory mobilisation of financial capital, particularly in the context of bank lending in emerging economies. Thus, this paper investigates the accounting-discrimination nexus in the context of the bank-lending practices of a privately owned bank in Sri Lanka.
Thus, it explores the research issue: how accounting helps to translate discriminatory bank lending policies into practice and reinforce discrimination.
The theoretical perspective of this paper draws on the work of Pierre Bourdieu (1996) . It uses the tools of Bourdieu and his distinction between the dominant and the dominated (symbolic violence) and how that influences habitus (and therefore practice) to understand the accounting and discrimination issues in bank lending that the current accounting literature does not address. It uses multiple sources of evidence, including an auto-ethnography of a close-held bank in Sri Lanka, built around participant observations and the life experiences of one of the authors (during the period 1994-2004); semi-structured interviews with the participants in those historical events; documents and archival records; openended questionnaires, internet conversations and exchanges of e-mails. The paper applies Bourdieu's (2007) "sketch for self-analysis" framework and his concepts such as symbolic violence, habitus and domination to analyse the autoethnographic data.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a literature review of accounting and discrimination, and combines it with the context of the bank lending developed from finance and banking literature. The theoretical framework is discussed in Section 3, while Section 4 provides a description of the research methods. In Section 5, the banking lending context of Sri Lanka is briefly presented. Section 6 presents the macro issue of mapping the
field (as Bourdieu's methodology does) -what constitutes the dominant and
what/who is the dominated in this field (what key capitals are mobilised in that dominance) -and how does this field relate to the key fields of power. Section 6 then progresses onto exploring the micro practices -how individuals with a given habitus behave and follow given strategies which have the effect of creating and reinforcing discrimination. Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions.
Related literature on accounting and discrimination
During recent decades, individuals, organizations and governments have become subject to more frequent calls for greater rationality and also for the adoption of more clearly defined lines of responsibility and accountability (Porter, 1992) . As a consequence, accounting practices have assumed a status beyond levels previously recognised and have taken over the role of creating "financial" forms of visibility and rationality for abstract social and organizational lives ( Hopwood, 1992; Miller & Napier, 1993) . Moreover, accounting and financial relations are expected to make a domain of behaviour visible and amenable to people's intervention but also provide the information upon which subsequent interventions can be based (Preston et al., 1997) . For example, Preston et al. (1997) illustrated how accounting and financial relations were an invisible, but powerful, method of rationing the provision of healthcare services to the elderly in the United States. These studies and others (e.g., Power, 1994; Neu & Taylor, 2000; Neu et al., 2006) illustrate how accounting and financial relations, along with other administrative techniques such as the rule of law, have been used to translate abstract financial policies into practice. Neu et al. (2006) revealed how the ''informing'' technologies, including recommended accounting practices embedded within lending agreements of the World Bank and the IMF, make the objects of governance knowable in terms of accounting and financial expertise and enable, translate and regulate the behaviour of loan recipients.
Moreover, some accounting researchers (Boltanski & Chiapello, 2005; Puxty, 1986; Tinker et al., 1991) have focussed on accounting's role in "discrimination" and explained how the class struggles have been practiced within the discourse of CSR with the support of accounting language. They argued that the privileged/dominant groups generally succeed in legitimising their own agendas as superior to those of the lower classes through use of accounting language and communication. More critically, Fleischman and Tyson (2000) explored the interface of race and accounting by using a case study on Hawaiian sugar plantations during the 1835-1920 period. They reviewed the accounting techniques used on the plantations and provided examples of employment of racist policies in controlling labour, productivity and costs. However, they did not find records on individual-specific productivity performance and concluded that race rather than efficiency served as the primary measuring calculus of plantation work. In another study, Fleischman and Tyson (2004) adopted a more critical perspective of accounting's past and examined its particular role in the commodification, objectification and dehumanization of an entire class of people (slaves) for more than 200 years. The study illustrated how accounting served slavery and its institutions through measurement, valuation and classification techniques that completely ignored the qualitative and human dimensions of slavery. Based on a study regarding colonization and genocide of Canada's First Nations, Neu (2000) argued that the government employed accounting tactics to arrange things in such a way that certain ends could be achieved. His study focused on how accounting techniques functioned as a "software" of imperialism and technology serving the ruling government to change the relationship of indigenous people to their land. Their analyses highlight how accounting techniques helped to translate policies of conquest, annihilation, containment and assimilation into practice, with the resultant outcomes of reproductive genocide, cultural genocide and ecocide. With regard to accounting's involvement in race relations, Davie's (2002) case study of the Fijian pine industry demonstrates how "invention of new afforestation accounting practices help to create and perpetuate differentiatory, racialised identities of social and economic relations". The findings of this study suggest that affirmative action policies and initiatives constitute a form of racism.
The above literature illustrates the controversial role of accounting in facilitating discrimination. However, the current literature on accounting and discrimination has not made much effort towards understanding how accounting engages in and facilitates "discriminatory mobilisation" of financial capital, particularly in the context of bank lending. Many banking and finance researchers are of the view that access to credit is limited to certain groups of society and that it is primarily the rich and well connected who would benefit from advancements in the financial system (Haber, 2004; Zhuang et al., 2009) . As stated by the Governor of the Bank of England: "A particular problem at this end of the scale is access to start-up or early-stage finance for disadvantaged groups in poor neighbourhoods" (Bank of England, 1999, p. 207) . There was a further revelation that budding entrepreneurs from different demographic and ethnic groups, such as Black and Hispanic, do not have similar opportunities to access finance, and thus some have less while other groups have more access to financial capital (Cavalluzzo, Cavalluzzo, & Wolken, 2002) . However, the controversial role of accounting in this discriminatory bank lending context remains under-researched.
Bourdieu's theories of symbolic violence, habitus and domination
The paper uses Bourdieu's (Bourdieu, 1972 (Bourdieu, , 1980 (Bourdieu, , 1994 conceptualisation of symbolic violence, habitus and domination to understand how the dominant actors in the bank lending field secure their influence in discriminatory lending decisions and how they manage to reinforce discrimination. proposed the notions of field, capital and habitus to understand the static and dynamic aspects of an institutional field. According to Bourdieu (1998) , field is characterized by force and struggles where individuals attempt to create a dominant mode of practice. At stake in the field is the accumulation of capital; this is both the process within and the product of the field. Bourdieu (1984) refers the field as a theoretical space constructed by discourse. In each field, the agents are categorised by their possession of a particular combination of properties which function as some form of capital, e.g., economic, cultural, political, symbolic, and then the forms of unequally shared capital create different power positions and relations within the field (Everett, 2002) . The conflicts and competition arise between actors when they attempt to accumulate different types 8 of capital. The amounts of capital possessed by individual actors then determine the dynamic power positions and relations in the field, such as dominance, subordinance or equivalence (Everett, 2002) . He uses the term symbolic capital to include such types of capital as cultural, linguistic, scientific and literary, depending on the field in which they are located. Symbolic capital can be considered as the resources available to an individual on the basis of honour, prestige or recognition, and serves as the value that one holds within a culture. It can be considered as a transubstantiated form of economic capital (Bourdieu, 1984) . Bourdieu (1984) refers to habitus as a real political space constituted by agents' actions (Bourdieu, 1998) . Habitus organises practices and the perception/evaluation of practices and the dispositions for acting, internalised by the individuals themselves within a field (Bourdieu, 1984) . In other words, habitus is embodied within individual social actors and operates as a structuring mechanism that generates strategies for actions in the field (Everett, 2002) . For , the struggle is played out between the dominated, who wish to challenge collective habitus or taken-for-granted dispositions (doxa) within a given field, and the dominant, who wish to defend it. This logic of practices is internalized as second nature, and forgotten as history (Bourdieu, 1990) .
Essentially, when dominant practices are naturalized and appear as a self-evident or basic and common way of organising various aspects of personal and professional lives, they are referred to as doxa (Bourdieu, , 1998 . Doxa represents socially accepted misconceptions that transfer to people through their socialization. According to Bourdieu, Doxa is formed by arguments and can be also used as a tool to form arguments.
Bourdieu's theory presents a critical explanation to the concepts of power and domination and discuss the relationship between dominant and dominated (Bourdieu, 1980) . Bourdieu reconnoitres the efforts and conflicts of individuals to generate a dominant mode of practice and the ways that domination and power provide individuals with capital and create their identities. According to Bourdieu (1980) , language and symbolic systems are instruments of, not only knowledge and communication, but also domination. Thus, powerful actors use languages such as accounting to construct specific meanings and interpretations and impose their own logic as acceptable, to the extent that they control the resource appropriation decisions over the dominated (Bourdieu, 1976 (Bourdieu, , 1980 (Bourdieu, , 1992 Everett, 2002) . In this perspective, by providing rational meanings for discriminatory lending decisions, accounting applies symbolic power and defines the patterns of domination, so that dominant groups can exploit the mechanisms of the field (Everett, 2002) . Moreover, symbolic power which promotes a hierarchy as legitimate is embodied in the habitus and contributes to the reproduction of domination (Everett, 2002) . This reproduction of the dominant's interest creates some form of stability for irregularities in their power positions (Malsch et al., 2011) and by transforming petty personal interests (of dominant groups) into "collective interests" or "disinterests" that become "generally accepted" (Bourdieu, , 1980 (Bourdieu, , 1994 . In other words, accounting language and (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992) . In summary, this paper uses Bourdieu's conceptualisations to analyse how accounting redefines legitimate forms of capital and shapes habitus in the bank lending field. The paper's analysis illustrates how the dominant group in the banking lending field uses accounting to translate discriminatory bank lending policies into practice and reproduce the conditions for its domination, masked by a discourse of consensus.
Research methodology
research methodology -mapping the field and exploring the practices within the field. In this book, he uses the theoretical concepts devised over his career in a reflective socio-analysis of himself and illustrates the intellectual field that lay before him as a young intellectual (Everett, 2002) . Bourdieu (2007) Bourdieu's (1976 Bourdieu's ( , 1980 Bourdieu's ( , 1992 ideas provide a good initial basis for explaining how and why this discrimination occurs in the bank lending field. Thus the data analysis of this paper is informed by Bourdieu's conceptualisation of symbolic violence, habitus and domination.
For the collection of data from the bank lending field, the study stems from the personal experience of one of the authors. It adopts an analytical autoethnography of a close-held bank in Sri Lanka as its main research method.
Based on one of the author's recollection of accounts and insights (during the period 1994-2004), two case studies have been developed for subsequent analysis (Silverman, 1997; Yin, 2003) . Data collection was carried out by reconstruction of participants' own experiences and recollection of accounts (the researcher and two other research participants) and those of 18 other bank staff (former colleagues of one of the authors), with questionnaires and interviews. There were over 20 interviewees in total. As one of the authors was present as a regular participant at board meetings of the Soft Bank, the decision-making procedures at the highest level of decision-making authority were observed. Reconstruction of the researcher's own experience occurred from 1994 to 2003. The other participants (interviewees) had worked in banks throughout their careers and had held various positions ranging from teller to chief manager (a middle-level position). The other colleagues/interviewees were contacted where necessary for cross-checking. Reconstruction of direct observations and events "connected with personal experience" (Wolcott, 1994, p. 44) were primary sources of data collection in the research. A set of guidelines provided by Crawford and others (Crawford, Kippax, & Onyz, 1992 , cited in Stephenson & Papadopoulous, 2006 p. 58) was followed, to document the life experiences of the participants. The research participants, including one of the authors, were the account managers for the identified cases and had adequate data to use as case evidence. Based on the Interview Guidelines (see Appendix 1), they were encouraged to describe in as much detail as possible, the series of events and incidents they had observed and/or experienced during the period 1994-2004. Cross-checking with the other 18 colleagues/interviewees occurred. In the second case, all individuals involved in the credit decision were able to be interviewed which included the: branch manager, the credit manager, recovery manager (I) and the senior recovery manager (II). The details of the data collected from these participants are provided in Appendix 2.
Auto-ethnographies are commonly used in organisational studies although the method is relatively uncommon in accounting research (e.g., Grey & Sinclair, 2006; Ford & Harding, 2008; Ford, Harding, & Learmonth, 2010; Humphreys & Learmonth, 2010; Karra & Phillips, 2008; Keenoy & Seijo, 2010; Watson, 1995 Watson, , 2008 . As Anderson (2006) auto-ethnography adds authenticity, genuineness and provides a faithful representation of the actual situation (Ellis, 2004) .
However, the auto-ethnographic method faces some criticism from fellow qualitative researchers. They claim that auto-ethnographers are using personal experience and so they use supposedly biased data (Anderson, 2006) . Madison (2006) argues that auto-ethnographers are navel-gazers, self-absorbed narcissists who do not fulfil the scholarly obligations of hypothesizing, analysing and theorising. Responding to this critique, Pelias (2000) and Ellis et al. (2011) contend that auto-ethnographers acknowledge the need for rigour, theory and analysis in research but they also recognize the need to include elements of emotion, therapeutics and phenomena both from social and personal points of view which necessitates the writing and research in general to be evocative and aesthetic. Anderson (2006) also claimed that analytical auto-ethnographies published in organizational studies (such as the one adopted in this study), are always committed to an analytical agenda. Different to the evocative autoethnography that captures what is going on in an individual life and social environment, analytical auto-ethnography provides an insider's perspective or evokes emotional resonance within the reader and offers insights into some broader set of social phenomena than those provided by data themselves (Anderson, 2006) . As Chang (2007) identified, analytical auto-ethnography methodology enhances cultural understanding of self and others and creates a space for self-reflection and self-examination. The authors of this paper believe that these characteristics and the strengths of auto-ethnography methodology provide better insights into the behaviour of social actors in the bank-lending field in Sri Lanka. In order to understand the habitus and idiosyncrasies of individual actors and also to analyse the influence of competing capital, researchers require access to real life events in the banking field (Bourdieu, 1976 (Bourdieu, , 1980 (Bourdieu, , 1992 . The personal experience of one of the co-authors (as the former chief financial officer of a closely-held bank) provides us with such rich insights into how the bank chairman, senior bank officials, central bank and clients face each other, take alternative positions and dispositions and also exercise their agencies based on their ownership of capital and power.
The banking field (privately owned banks) in Sri Lanka
This section focuses on the macro issue of mapping the field (as Bourdieu's 
Rational accounting and credit management structure
Rational accounting and credit practice protocols in privately owned banks in Sri Lanka are quite similar to any other mainstream banking field in the world. These banks are required adopt rational bank lending checklists such as the 5Cs (character, capacity, capital, collateral and conditions) and also stipulate the judgment systems and credit ratings, e.g., through external credit rating agencies and/or by using internal risk-scoring models. These numerical expressions, based on the level analysis of a person's credit files, represent the creditworthiness of the loan applicant. An applicant's credit score is primarily based on this credit report information sourced either from external credit agencies or from internal risk-scoring models. By doing so, the banks access and minimize the risk of credit facilities extended to their clients. For business credit, in addition to basic credit checklists, the banks are supposed to conduct a quantitative assessment and evaluate the business credit applicants' enterprise performances. This is analyzed mainly through their financial accounts, in particular, through the accounting ratios such as leverage, profitability and liquidity ratios and also balance sheet information. The banks also use qualitative factors in their credit evaluation, for example operating experience, management expertise, and quality of assets.
Overall, the credit approval decision is made on the basis of both qualitative and quantitative feasibility assessments (of an applicant's business entity). The privately owned banks in Sri Lanka follow a credit policy manual (CPM) to control their lending-related activities. The CPM provides the necessary guidelines to balance compliance with regulatory requirements and profitability.
In addition to the CPM, the circulars issued by the respective banks ensure the additional requirements for project appraisals to monitoring of individual accounts and recoveries and write-offs of badly performing accounts. These circulars and suchlike also provide instructions to the bank staff regarding the management of concessionary credit schemes. These guideline documents are very rich in detail and even consist of appropriate checklists and templates for rational credit approval (e.g., the application of the five Cs and conditions for the quantitative and qualitative assessment of loan applications).
Key capitals and domination
Because of the private economic ownership (economic capital) and the presence of family members and their allies in the director boards, the Chairpersons enjoy dominant power positions within these privately owned banks. One such example is the Soft Bank (case study of the paper). The Soft Group had more than 10,000 employees, over US$80 million in net assets and US$2 billion in total assets in Because of these substantial and accumulated economic and symbolic capitals, the chairpersons of privately owned banks are often seen allocating their time to personally interfere with and handle customer complaints, the plight of potential customers and even requests from the general public. Here, they exhibit their superior economic and symbolic power to their employees (particularly the bank managers), to manifest themselves as saviours to their customers. In the case of Soft Bank, its Chairman even allowed customers to confront bank managers openly, causing embarrassment to such employed officers.
On the other hand, the managers of privately owned banks, because of their nonfinancial social assets that promote social mobility beyond economic means (e.g. their superior educational backgrounds, embodied knowledge (of banking theory and practice) and education in elite schools) hold enormous cultural capital.
Then, on the basis of their intellectual honour as financial experts, professional status as leading bankers, professional work style and recognition, they also own symbolic capital for themselves within the privately owned banking field.
Furthermore, these leading business people (both owners and senior managers) enjoy huge social capital due to their networks of relationships among people who live and work in Sri Lanka society, enabling them to carry out their personal and business lives effectively. For example, when Mr. Perera (Soft-Bank Chairperson) met with an accident and was admitted to hospital in early 1996, he was visited there by the most venerable priests in Sri Lanka (this is an honour in Sri Lankan society), who prayed for him. The bank owners, highly educated senior bank officials and also large-scale bank clients who belong to Englishspeaking, upper social classes (the elite) of society maintain cartels using social networks such as Old Boys' Associations, and Rotary and Lions Clubs. Through these social networks these individual members accumulate social capital over others in the field and, as a consequence, the financiers (lenders) and borrowers appear to illustrate these differences in the vast gaps within social capital. Indeed, there is a possible inequality of power and domination in the Sri Lankan credit business environment to be explored further in the cases. Finally, political capital also plays a dominant role in the privately owned banking field. It is very common in Sri Lanka for Members of Parliament (MPs) to issue letters requesting (and forcing) senior officers of various institutions to accommodate the interests of their (the politicians') supporters.
Doxa and the dominated
The low-income customers in the privately owned banking field have internalised some of the logic of these practices as second nature. These dominant practices have been naturalised and appeared as basic and common ways of obtaining the personal loans. In Sri Lankan culture, people believe that an informal approach is an easy way to get things done quickly. The perception of the general public is that one must know someone in the bank concerned to receive a positive response. Even though some of the banks are private, there remains a strong belief and culture (doxa) in the banking field that, to obtain a credit facility, one must have to satisfy the bank officials. It is very common for low-income customers who wish to obtain credit facilities from the banks to deliver bulky hampers to the officers and/or branch managers of the banks.
The use of consumer credit is a luxury for the majority of the dominated poor in Sri Lanka. Although 60 per cent of the banking sector is administered by stateowned banks, dominated (poor) credit seekers still prefer to use privately owned banks because of these banks' flexibility in applying credit rules. Branch managers of privately owned banks normally enjoy higher credit approval authority limits and power than do those of state-owned banks. Therefore, a patronage relationship between the customers and bank managers (and owners) as the mean to assess credit is a widely accepted feature (doxa) of Sri Lankan banking culture in all banks, irrespective of ownership type. On the other hand, the bank staff, including top-management-level officers, always appeared to be loyal (and patronised by) to the chairpersons of their respective banks because of their belief that the chairpersons know the trade better than they do (and believe them to be pundits) and in some cases, for the purpose of possible promotion, accepted the Chairpersons' decisions without any questioning. For example, in Soft Bank, most of the bank's support services, such as accounting, catering, security and printing were carried out by sister companies in the group. Therefore, the Soft Bank staff, including the top management officers, always appeared to be loyal and they accepted the Chairman's decisions unreservedly.
This common and prevalent practice in the privatelyowned banking field created a collective misconception between the bank staff and mode of domination by the bank owners because of the shared misrecognition and belief (doxa) by both the dominated and the dominating. This collective deception is embedded in a collective habitus among most of the staff in the privately owned bank lending field. In Sri Lanka, according to Jayasundara-Smits (2010), patronage seems to have found renewed energy in cultural and everyday life. She explains that one of the reasons for this continued trend in renewed patronage ties is the persistent reliance of various social forces on traditional patronage relationships. More relevant to this study, with regard to patronage, Jayasundara-Smits (2010, p. 7) points out that "these relationships have not always contributed to significant improvements in the overall quality of life of the majority that continued to live under unfavourable structural and cultural conditions in the periphery". However, (Silverman, 1997; Yin, 2003) . The authors believe that these two highprofile cases represent and mirror how individuals within a given habitus deploy rational accounting systems at micro levels to translate discriminatory bank lending policies into practice and thereby sustain discrimination.
Patronising the chairman
In the case study of the Tony Group, its owner (Mr. Tony) uses a patronage habitus to influence Soft Bank Chairman (Mr. Perera) and obtain US$1.5 million loan to finance input materials for his loss-making business. He used his personal connections, networks (social capital) to please the Soft Bank Chairman. As previously mentioned, the Soft Bank Chairman is embedded in extensive social networks of friends, business partners and high profile customers, groups within which he can discuss business and personal life ambitions, such as becoming a national-level leader.
The Tony Group is one of the largest garment manufacturers in Sri Lanka, producing a significant share of the country's exports and employing over 25,000 workers. Mr. Tony (the owner of Tony Group) had won several awards for his achievements. He had maintained a very close working relationship with a past Sri Lankan president and enjoyed state patronage, including credit facilities from state-owned banks, to expand his business in line with government policy at the time. Mr. Tony had become a powerful businessman and gained a prominent position in an elite circle in Sri Lankan social networks. He was building his socio-economic power not only within the garment manufacturing industry, but also more generally. But, with a change of government and political regime in the country, he had started facing problems. He had complained that he was not allocated an adequate quota to allow his factories to work at full capacity. This financial situation had forced him to apply for a credit facility from the Soft The above story demonstrates a situation where a borrower exercised the "patronage" habitus and also used his social capital to influence the credit decision-makers; on the other hand the Soft Bank Chairman, because of his pundit self-image habitus (his omniscient belief) used his symbolic capital, bypassing all the negative accounting information produced by his and Mr.
Tony's accountants, to convince the Soft Bank board of directors to ratify his casual and biased decisions. Whilst the mastery of technical competencies is generally associated with the professional accountants (or financial controllers), the above case study indicates that the knowledge about basic/elementary accounting practice and superficial regard of the accounting controls and figures (by the Soft Bank chairman) still play a central and unshakable role in the Soft Bank Chairman's habitus of a pundit self-image (that of "knowing everything").
Indeed, accounting practices here provided a convenient and acceptable officializing strategy and symbolic power to Soft Bank Chairman (Mr. Perera) when he was legitimising his interests within lending decisions. Moreover, the Soft Bank Chairman also managed to reinforce his own social capital. Mr. Tony (loan applicant) and the Soft Bank Chairman both belonged to the same social class and knew each other as leading businesspersons in Sri Lanka. They both were well known and powerful and had been prominent in the elite circles and social networks in Sri Lanka. The personal connection with the owner was the influential factor in creating this situation of bias and favoritism, and the making of a discriminatory loan approval decision. In this context, specifically, accounting facilitated a form of symbolic violence and is implicated in the credit approval mechanisms by which powerful actors, such as Soft Bank Chairman, consolidated their influence and secured their position.
Chairman's Pundit omniscient self-image
This section further analyses the habitus of the Soft Bank Chairman which is comprised of durable and transposable dispositions, and draws attention to the enduring logic and functionality of discriminatory use of accounting practices.
The career habitus of an individual can be defined by the dispositions which tend to be automatically actualized within the field of career (Krais, 1988) However, despite all these dramatic publicity moves by Mr. Tony, later the Tony group's business collapsed, the Soft Bank loan was classified as a bad debt and provisions were made to comply with the regulatory requirements. The interest loss was reported to be around US$0.3 million and the capital loss was also significant. This case evidence reflects how the Soft Bank Chairman mobiliszed the elementary accounting practices embedded in his pundit self-image to create a basis for a relational distinction. Thus he was able to perform a key lending decision in a discriminatory way that was distinguished from the rational he was keen to be informed of the progress of projects and impending difficulties; he was more likely to manage using talk rather than written forms of communication; he was predisposed to the perquisites of high office; he actively sought to cultivate the influence of symbolic power, bringing a high degree of political acuity to his position; and, he was predisposed to question his own staff and initiate favouritism to his clients through the implementation of discriminatory accounting information. One of the other potential reasons for the above-stated silence of bank managers was their desire for promotion into the senior positions of the bank and a perception of the Chairman as the gatekeeper to such a future that overrode any dissatisfaction with the established credit management climate. In pursuing their own goals then, the bank managers engaged in social practices that contributed to the existing structure and helped to reproduce it. In this respect, the complicity of the dominated actors (bank managers) becomes obvious as an essential element within symbolic violence that can only be exerted on a person predisposed, through the habitus, to feel it.
Exchanging personal favours
Some Soft Bank clients used the habitus of exchanging personal favours to obtain credit facilities. They experienced a dominated class situation (primarily formed by financial constraints and poor social capital prevailing in their socialisation) largely of an inert disposition. One such example was how a Mr. Silva (owner of Superclean services) managed his relationships with the Soft Bank branch managers. Mr. Silva, who came from a Colombo suburb, was in his late forties.
He took advantage of an early retirement plan from his employer Timber Corporation, a semi-governmental corporation, and decided to start a business. In 1991, he formed a sole proprietorship, Superclean Services, to provide janitorial services on a commercial basis. His first client was the Dehiwela branch of the Soft Bank, which was the first branch of the Soft Bank. His service proved to be most satisfactory so he was contracted for all the janitorial services for the bank.
As the Soft Bank expanded its branch network rapidly, Superclean's business, as the sole janitorial service provider, also boomed. Mr. Fernando, the manager of Dehiwela branch, handled the Superclean account systematically, financing its initial capital investment requirements to serve the newly opened branches. The recovery process was streamlined by directing the payments from the Soft Bank to the loan account of Superclean. Superclean was exceptionally good at meeting the requirements of finishing up at branch openings, mostly at short notice, and sometimes at concurrent branch openings. Furthermore, Mr. Silva supplied all these services free of charge for the opening day polish-ups, strengthening the firm's relationship with the bank.
As the business was small in scale, Mr. Silva was not known to the top management of the Soft Bank. Mr. Silva had accumulated considerable assets in his business and always had substantial payments due from the bank, against which he had facilities including an overdraft. His ambition was to provide services to big institutions such as the Parliament, airport and embassies. Mr.
Silva was trying to accumulate social capital through networking because he thought that would help him to promote his business growth. For that purpose he invested more in business promotions and subsequently created a liquidity problem. The branch manager at Dehiwala Branch, Mr. Fernando, was worried about continuing requests by Mr. Silva for additional credit facilities and/or overdue loans. However, Mr. Silva claimed that he had overdue money from the bank. He was unable to prove his claim because of his limited accounting knowledge and expertise. Mr. Silva used his habitus of personal favours, such as polishing the home floors of bank officers who did him even the slightest favour.
Mr. Silva, who operated in a small, city-based company, also used his habitus of style (the personal stamp) to gain favour to get access to resources. Then the personal favours from Mr. Silva to the bank officers had become an established practice. However, his inability to cope with the continuous requests made by down-the-line staff (in addition to the managers) caused irritation within staff circles. Some of the bank officials who were not rewarded by Mr. Silva made a point of complaining that the Superclean services were not up to standard. In response, the Soft Bank branch managers started to cut payments for the slightest lapse or error made by Superclean staff. Moreover, branch managers sought permission from the CEO of the bank to allow them to be responsible for their own janitorial needs, and took away the Superclean employees by hiring them to their branches on a contract basis.
Meanwhile, Mr. Nath, who was in charge of janitorial services at ABC Ltd, an established large company in the same business as Superclean, approached the Soft Bank through the Personal Assistant (PA) to the CEO. The PA, who was an old classmate of Mr. Nath (in Nath's social network), was placed fully in charge of the bank's janitorial services and started to divide the branch janitorial work between the two contenders, ABC and Superclean. However, it was still expected that Superclean would attend to the opening day's work for new branches, which was offered free, and thereafter it was the PA who decided to give which branch to whom. Simultaneously, Mr. Fernando, manager of the Dehiwela Branch, was promoted and transferred to the head office and the credit officer of the Dehiwela Branch, where Mr. Silva had his account, became a powerful figure in the branch.
The credit officer, who was not on very good terms with Mr. Silva as a result of a misunderstanding (caused by Mr. Silva's refusal to offer a particular personal favour), started treating the Superclean account with discipline in the strictest sense, ignoring delays in receiving bank payments thereto and thus depriving Mr.
Silva of business expansion. The intervention in janitorial business by the PA (to the Soft Bank CEO) had further aggravated the issue. Mr. Silva experienced a severe liquidity crunch and gradually lost business because the Soft Bank did not issue any performance bonds for Superclean to canvass new clients. It also returned all cheques if funds were lacking and no arrangements had been made.
Finally, the Soft Bank did not extend the advances against payments from the bank and did not allow withdrawals from his account until overdues were cleared (despite payments to him from the bank having been overdue for months).
However, it was later revealed that the Soft Bank Dehiwela branch had overrecovered Superclean's loan (charged) interest, substantially enough to recover half the term loan. Superclean, which was too small to afford qualified or Silva had a formal obligation to offer them personal favours. In fact, some of the bank officials complained about Mr. Silva (for the quality of Superclean Services' work) to higher authorities, simply because he was unable to serve down-the-line bank staff. This misrecognition of power relations as obligation from the borrower's perspective is one of the properties of symbolic violence.
Bank managers' opportunistic behaviour
Usually, there can be two ways to form a career-related habitus: through accumulation of educational, economic and social capital within the family of origin and through personality traits and social and strategic behavioral dispositions for social contacts (Krais, 1988) 
Conclusion
The paper analysed the links between accounting and discrimination, and illustrated how accounting techniques help to translate discriminatory bank lending policies into practice, and create and reinforce discrimination. In order to address this situation, it has presented an empirical study, based on data gathered through an analytical auto-ethnography (during the period 1994-2004) coupled with follow-up interviews and reiterated analyses within a within a privately owned Sri Lankan bank, drawing out the conditions that allowed two stories of accounting and discriminatory bank lending to be established. It also used a theoretical framework based on Bourdieu's concepts of field, capital, habitus, doxa, symbolic violence and domination. Such concepts are applicable in explaining and arguing more clearly how accounting plays a key role in a symbolic process to create and sustain discrimination in the bank lending field.
Previous studies have highlighted a nexus between the accounting and discrimination. For instance, Fleischman and Tyson (2000) analysed the interface of race and accounting, Fleischman and Tyson (2004) discussed accounting and slavery, and Neu (2000) explained the connection between accounting techniques and reproductive genocide, cultural genocide and ecocide. Moreover, Davie's (2002) research highlighted how the accounting involved in race relations creates and perpetuates differentiatory, racialised identities of social and economic relations. However, none of these studies provides any understanding of how accounting creates and sustain discrimination in the privately owned bank lending field. This paper thus seeks to fill this gap in the literature and shows how, in a bank lending field in which economic, social, cultural and symbolic capital are so dominant, the powerful actors, such as a Chairman and bank managers, use accounting information, tools and accounts to exert symbolic violence. This is accepted by both those who exert it (a Chairman, some bank managers) and those who are subject to it (bank customers without social capital and power, some bank staff). They use manipulated accounting to create disproportionate power structures and make bank lending decisions perceived as objective. The paper thus demonstrated that accounting information, tools and accounts themselves were deliberately "smoothed" to reinforce unequal positions of power and shape the interests of the dominant (e.g., powerful bank owners and some managers). As a result, the dominated actors, rather than resisting, exercised their agency through habitus (exchanging favours, patronage on the part of the chairman, and opportunistic behaviours) in order to influence the dominant actors to make advantageous decisions and ontologically secure their own positions in the organization. One unique feature though, was the undit (or omniscient belief) habitus of the Chairman. This has contributed to further reproduce accounting-led discrimination and also created a situation exhibiting symbolic power and violence. Thus, the Chairman, through use of basic/elementary levels of accounting knowledge has justified his discriminatory bank lending decisions in favour of his clients who practiced business within the habitus of patronage. Finally, the paper reveals the ways the dominant actors (for example, a Chairman) relate accounting controls and information to common sense discourses (for example, visionary leadership and patriotic attitudes) and conceal rational organizational practices (for example, rational accounting and credit control systems) to create and legitimize disproportionate symbolic power positions.
The paper broadly expands the accounting research that attempts to understand how forms of accounting emerge from, sustain and modify wider institutional and social practices, such as discrimination. It further demonstrates the accounting's embeddedness on different forms of habitus, such as patronage, omniscient selfbeliefs, exchanging personal favours, and opportunistic behaviour. Besides this, the paper underlines the controversial role of accounting in a powerful symbolic process that recognize, produce and reproduce practical dispositions for day-today work practices.
Interview Guideline (2); Analytical questions a) The approach and methods used by the borrower
Why did the credit applicant approach the chairperson directly?
• Was it because he was powerful?
• Was it because he was rich?
• Was it because he had the access to, or had, the network?
• Had the applicant tried formal methods before?
What was the outcome of such approaches?
In the case of being denied credit, did the credit applicant attempt to approach the decision-makers informally? Was it successful? If not, why not?
b) The approach and the methods used by the lender Why did the bank accommodate the credit applicant informally?
• Was the project financially feasible?
• Because of technical reasons such as excess liquidity?
• Because the decision-maker was deceptively guided by the capable credit applicant?
• Was it for personal gratification?
• Was it on sympathetic/patriotic/nationalistic grounds and/or based on social responsibility?
• Was it because of a personal relationship?
• Was the decision influenced by the ego of the decision-maker?
• Did the organisational structure force the decision-maker to make such decisions?
• Have the SME government financing schemes had any impact on this decision?
c) The influencing factors
Please comment on the following factors as contributing or acting as roadblocks towards the decision-making process for this decision:
• Organisation structure
• Poor management skills of the relevant bank officers
• Nationalistic or patriotic attitudes
• Egoistic motives
• Government policies on entrepreneurship development
• Government policies in SME financing
d) The decision-making process
Please critically analyze the decision-making process and comment on the following questions:
• Was it quick?
• Was it after following proper banking policies and procedures?
• Was it based on cash flows and proper credit evaluations?
• Were decision-makers rewarded as a result of those decisions? e) Concluding remarks Please feel free to express your views on this credit application with regard to the social networks and economic and social power of individuals involved.
Also, can you express your views on the impact of such credit decisions on economic development and addressing poverty problems in Sri Lanka? 
Summary of the analysis of case studies data

